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Dmitry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
The first time Kremlin was informed about my ICC-case is more than a year ago.
During an offical state-visit of Balkenende to Moscow Putin promised:
'We are going to synchronize RU- & NL laws'.
Its about time that you prove to the World that you are actually working on it.
Not only President & Prosecutors of ICC cause wars, the ICC-judges are not so intelligent either.
They still can't accept legal obligations inherent to a NL-file grounded in NL-lawbooks
= they refuse to work with NL-lawbooks to stay in charge of criminal proceedings.
Do they still think 'that all victums are non-educated individuals living in the dessert?
We all know 'that terrorism intensifies', but for ICC this is appearantly completely irrelevant.
ICC-judges are not in a hurry to stop the criminal behavior of President & Prosecutors.
ICC is about to become a 'useless court for planet Earth', only providing in well-payed jobs for ICCemployees. We all know which consequences will occur = Statemembers of the Statute of Rome shall
refuse to be coöperative when a war-victum wants to start a lawcase.... Terrorism can never be stopped
anymore.
Thus: Russia has to step forward and build some NLFs between NL & RU as promised.
Russia is not distributing knowledge on the Web sufficiently enough.
You still can make New systems work, after you announced them in your speeches.
We are running out of time.... and your are slow....
You know......, there's something about the way you handle my case, I don't understand.
It was Russia who found the remains of Hitler & Eva after they did commit suïcide.
You kept him away from the public and moved his remains 8 times so Nobody could find them - for
decades - because you did not want Hitler to be come a hero. No Mekka for Hilter!
But, today you keep at least 3 very dangerous dictators in their powerful positon, within ICC, UN & NL.
What are you waiting for?
That they build their own Mekka from their payment-cheque, thanks to tax-money pumped into ICC &
UN? ICC- & UN-criminals will, because you give them the opportunity!
NGOs are at big risk, when you continue on the path you are on now.
NoLandmines.UK can't clear USA-bombs in Georgia when RU want UN to be a corrupt trade-partner for
ICC. Can't clear your bombs either, so you have to do it yourself.
Russia has to come to a clear startingpoint for justice.
On a New website that proves that you keep your promise to me.....
O, we are going to have some fun in NL.
Rita Verdonk - Islam-hater No 1 wants to start a war in the Middle-East and on the rest of the planet is being financed by a wealthy business-woman = Sylvia Toth. Dear Sylvia believes 'Rita sets a good
example to other women". Certainly not to ME.... Verdonk ignores me, thus I emailed mrs S. Toth and
asked here: 'Are you sure you want to invest in Rita'?
Nóóóóó, she doesn't......! Buy, buy career.
Have a straightforward day,
desiree stokkel
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